**The Day Jimmy’s Boa Ate the Wash - Vocabulary Test**

**Directions:** Fill in the letter of the definition that fits each vocabulary word.

1. _____ boring  
   A. bent down suddenly

2. _____ ducked  
   B. a farm machine

3. _____ sense  
   C. meaning (as in “make sense”)

4. _____ suppose  
   D. not interesting

5. _____ tractor  
   E. think or imagine

**Directions:** Write the letter on the line of the word that best completes each sentence.

6. The girl thought the field trip was ____ .
   a. tractor       b. sense       c. boring

7. The farmer crashed his _____ into a haystack.
   a. ducked       b. tractor       c. swooping

8. The girl’s mother thought throwing corn made ____ .
   a. sense       b. boring       c. ducked

9. Tommy ____ and the egg hit Marianne.
   a. ducked       b. sense       c. glide

10. “I ____ the trip was exciting,” said the girl.
    a. boring       b. tractor       c. suppose